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* Automatically click-addresses your web site address into any 'anchor' HTML tag, e.g. into
Google, Yahoo, MSN-search-pages, etc. * Creates fully-formed HTML mailto links. * As your
mailto links are stored as images, it will not alter your web site. The links are automatically rerendered if you edit the original HTML files. * You can dynamically create links that point to
different pages on your site. * Auto-links will be removed after a short trial period if a link is not
clicked within 1 day. * You can define additional'step-by-step' links. These will be displayed and
clickable on the'master' link, or you can delete them afterwards. * Useful for combining mailto
links from your files with your pages. The tags will be stored on your web site, no changes are
made to your files. * Creates absolute (i.e. without protocol), relative or local links. * The link
text, text attributes and link location can all be modified as needed. * Supports 16-bit, 32-bit, and
UTF-8 encoding. * How-to-articles and other tips are available. * License is non-exclusive - the
website may display the same link more than once. * Tabs are supported * Support for all
versions of IE The Spammer-spider now has to first find your web site before it can harvest your
email address. Features: * Supports pop-up windows. * Supports all clipboard formats such as
ClipX. * Designed for Windows 98/ME/NT/2000/XP. * Works in realtime. * Use the support
page to create support inquiries. * By creating links to your download pages, this software
encourages you to visit your website. * E-mailing to your friends and associates is easy. * The
preview-window shows the mailto link, URL and the title. * The link-popup dialog is very small
and hardly disturbs the display of your website. * The list of saved links will not be stored on
your hard drive. * You can run the program in its own window in the background. * The
configuration is stored in a special 'config' file. * A configuration file is available for download. *
Graphics can be embedded in your files. * More link types

3J - Email Link Creator Registration Code [Win/Mac]
If you want your site visitors to be able to contact you via email, you have to have an email link.
SPAM often originates from your own web pages by placing your email address in your web site
pages. Along comes the Spammer-spider, harvesting any email addresses it finds. Not only will
you receive SPAM from now on, your email address will also be sold to others, resulting in even
more SPAM. As you need people to be able to contact you via email, you have to have your own
email address. As your email address is now hidden, SPAM will be prevented from finding your
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email address. A potential Spammer will find that this address is no longer available. The SPAM
machine will return a not found error. You cannot allow your subscribers to send you email
directly, because they do not have your email address. With Email Link Creator you can create
full mailto links in HTML: including the body, subject and image link tags. You can enter the
required text right in the link and let 3J take care of the rest. As the above example shows, the
Subject and Body Tags are optional. Any image provided as a path works as a link. Email Link
Creator uses the URL path to choose the right image: the path starts with the location and then
optionally with the filename. For example the following link is valid: It will open the following
address in your Web Browser: user@domain.com By default the Image Path is set to the same
directory as the web page. That makes it easy to create links from images that are in the same
directory. Use the Image Path field to chose the right image: the path starts with the location and
optionally with the filename. If the provided path contains an error, 3J will ask you which image
you want. For example the following link is valid: It will open the following address in your Web
Browser: user@domain.com By default the Image Path is set to the same directory as the web
page. That makes it easy to create links from images that are in the same directory. Use the
Image Path field to chose the right image: the path starts with the location and optionally with the
filename. 6a5afdab4c
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Create a link to your website with a simple click. When a user clicks on your link, the user will
receive a message with the full email body, subject and link. You can set additional parameters in
the link body, but these will not be displayed in the email message. It's easy to add full image
links to your message. You can also use this tool to test your links, including email clients which
do not support full HTML. 3J - Email Link Creator Requirements: 3J - Email Link Creator works
with Internet Explorer 5.01 or later, Netscape 7 or later, Opera 7 or later. Works in MS-Word 97,
2000 or later For more information, go to You may also want to check out my company website
at To download 3J - Email Link Creator, please go to the Contact us section for details or Thank
you.Works by and about J.M.W. Turner, including new semilabile topics to be added shortly.
This page has been designed and constructed under the guidelines of the Turner Fellowship
Programme, but is not under the edict of the J.M.W. Turner International Academic Consortium.
We retain all rights to this page and will add or remove or change it at any time. The Turner
Fellowship Programme was instituted by the Turner Corporation in 1989. As part of the
Fellowship Programme, the consortium established a few key terms that will always be used here.
MISSION The Turner Corporation was created to document and promote J.M.W. Turner's art
and to safeguard and maintain his unique intellectual estate. Our mission is to do all that is
possible to preserve J.M.W. Turner's cultural, artistic and scientific legacy for future generations
and beyond. PLEASE NOTE This Project was conceived under the guidelines of the Turner
Corporation, and hence all references to Turner will be references to J.M.W. Turner unless
context dictates otherwise.Polling has revealed the majority of Australians have no idea how
much stuff the federal government spends on them. The public's lack of awareness on such
matters has been noted and commented on by politicians in all

What's New In?
3J - Email Link Creator encrypts your email address in HTML to hide it from spammer robots.
You can quickly create complete mailto links in HTML: including the body, subject and image
link tags. Just enter your Email address and either the Link Text or Image Path fields. The other
fields are optional. All link parameters are saved and available in droplists. Set the default Image
path to simplify creation of image links. 3J - Email Link Creator Image Warning:
WEB_MAIL_TO_IMAGE_TAG_VIA_FORCE is not compatible with this plugin. Warning:
WEB_MAIL_TO_TEXT_TAG_VIA_FORCE is not compatible with this plugin. Warning:
WEB_MAIL_TO_IMAGE_TEXT_TAG_VIA_FORCE is not compatible with this plugin.
Q.APPLICATION NAME: PLEASE UPLOAD THIS FILE TO YOUR WEB SITE TO: *
LICENSE / LANGUAGE / COUNTRY OF USE: * THIS TOOL IS PROTECTED BY
COPYRIGHT AND LAW: * COPYRIGHT POLICY: Please verify that you have the rights to
distribute the (above) Files without restriction. The files are: *GENERAL NOTES: If you see
this notice then this means your email is being blocked by an ISP/Mail Service Provider. Thanks
for your cooperation - the software developers. We publish a list of both free and commercial
applications that we have tested and can recommend to you. You will be able to download the
latest version without any charge. Please report errors by clicking on the corresponding button,
and we will try to correct them as soon as possible. This tool can be used for creating complete
mailto links in HTML: including the body, subject and image link tags. You can create image
links by selecting the image from a list of available images. 3J - Email Link Creator encrypts
your email address in HTML to hide it from spammer robots. You can quickly create complete
mailto links in HTML: including the body, subject and image link tags. Just enter your Email
address and either the Link Text or Image Path fields. The other fields are optional. All link
parameters are saved and available in droplists. Set the default Image path to simplify creation of
image links. 3J - Email Link Creator Description:
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows® XP / Windows® Vista / Windows® 7 Windows® XP /
Windows® Vista / Windows® 7 CPU: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo @ 2.4 GHz Intel® Core™ 2 Duo @
2.4 GHz RAM: 4 GB 4 GB Hard Disk Space: 20 GB 20 GB Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compatible
DirectX 9.0 compatible DirectX: Version 9.0c Recommended: OS: Microsoft Windows® XP /
Windows® Vista / Windows® 7
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